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Highschool of the dead rei hate

Now I've been holding this back for a while, but now all I'm asking is, was Rei ever in love with Hisash? Or did he meet her to make Takash jealous? Here are my views, Rei promised Takash to marry one day, and not just any promise, but a little fingered promise, so it was very important. But he broke his promise because he could no
longer wait for Takash; This made me think that Rei's love for Takash was never real, but rather just a crush, and yet whenever Rei sees Saeko with Takash, he becomes jealous. Why? Why would she get jealous with Takash if she was seeing a best friend of Takash's so she wouldn't have the right to be jealous? It's not that I don't like
Rei, it's that Rei doesn't just fit with Takash because:1. She dated Hisash knowing they were best friends2. He always complains with Takashi3. He talks about Hisash whenever he can. I haven't decided on anime yet, which I'm in episode 11, but I've been reading manga since Chapter 24 and I think Rei is just a little, forgive my ugly
language, but that's just the way it is. Now is the time to compare him to Saeko, both manga and anime Saeko promised takash and I would meet him later at the police station, and in his thoughts he thought only of that promise. Whenever Saeko was asked if he liked Takash because he could only think of his promise with him, he replied
that the reason he thought about the promise was because he was taught that whenever he made a promise, he must keep the promise, even if it kills him. This is how man makes a promise, I believe Saeko is meant to be with Takash because he is exactly the same as Takashi and it would be better if they ended up dating and leaving
Rei with all hearts broken, as Rei left Takash and thus he understands that karma is b**. Personally, it would be better if that happened and it would make anime and manga so interesting. I see Saeko and Takash. Together I really hope they do and don't with Rei Takash, but still I really wonder if Rei really loved Hisash because it looks
like it, and if he did that it would make me so crazy, this isn't a review, but rather my rampage and personal opinion I don't hate Rei, but I hate what he did and the dick of seeing Takash's best friend, it just infuriated me That he did something like that, and it upsets me. Wow, I feel so much better; relieved, in fact, I've been waiting for
someone to listen to me and that's why I just wanted to post about this. I apologize for using such foul language in this rampage. Thank you, and good night. Wikipedia catalogue article Highschool of the then published by Geneon Universal Entertainment on 22 September 2010 ensimmäisen DVD/Blu-ray-äänenvoimakkuuden kansi.
Highschool of the Dead on anime-sarja anime-sarja A manga of the same name written by Daisuke Sato and illustrated by Shoji Sato. The series is set to the present day, starting when the world is hit by a deadly pandemic that turns humans into zombies. The story follows Fujim High School student Takashi Komuro, who survived the first
outbreak along with several of his classmates and school nurses and occasionally jumps into the perspective of other characters. As the group tries to survive the zombie apocalypse, they must also face dangerous survivors and the decline of their own moral codes. The series is produced by Madhouse and directed by Tetsurō Araki,
serial adjusting by Yōsuke Kuroda, music by Takafumi Wada, character design by Hitomi Ochiai and Masayoshi Tanaka, and art and sound direction by Ayu Kawamoto and Kazuya Tanaka respectively. [1] The series aired on AT-X from July 5, 2010 to September 20, 2010, and later aired on TV kanagawa, Tokyo MX, Chiba TV, KBS
Kyoto, TV Aichi, TV Saitama and Sun TV. Geneon Universal Entertainment (now NBCUniversal Entertainment Japan) released six DVD and Blu-ray parts from September 22, 2010 to February 23, 2011. [2] [3] In North America, anime is licensed by Sentai Filmworks and simulaced by The Anime Network. [4] [5] The Series English Du dub
was presented on The Anime Network's VOD service from March 10, 2011 to May 26, 2011, and was released on Microsoft's Zune Marketplace on May 27, 2011 and in Apple's iTunes Store on June 27, 2011 and June 27, 2011. [6] Section23 Films later released the entire series on Blu-ray and DVD on 28 November 2006. [7] Outside
North America, Anime is licensed by Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand,[8] with simulcasts available on their video portal[9] and in the United Kingdom via Manga Entertainment. [10] H.O.T.D.'s OVA episode, titled Drifters of the Dead, was combined with a limited edition of the seventh movement of manga on Blu-ray on
April 26, 2011. [11] It was originally intended for February release but pushed back. The opening theme song of the series is HighSCHOOL OF THE DEAD by Kishida Kyoida &amp; The Akeboshi Rockets. [13] The series' closing theme songs differ in each episode, and each is sung by Maon Kurosaki. [13] The opening theme CD single
was released on 18 November 2005. On September 22, 2010, Geneon released a CD that included all 12 final themes sung by Kurosak, as well as the original soundtrack. [16] Episode List No. Title Ending Theme Control Original Air Date English Air Date 1Spring of the DEADThe Day You and the Sun Died (君と太陽が死んだ⽇, Kimi to
Taiyō ga Shinda Hi)Tetsurō ArakiYōsuke KurodaJuly 5, 2010 (2010-07-05)[17]March 10, 2011 At the beginning of term Takashi Komuro has a social difference with his childhood friend Rei When he goes outside to sulk, he sees a zombie, known as them, attack the front of the school. Takashi goes to warn Rei and her best friend Hisashi
Igo, who is dating Rei, and flees with them just before news of the attack spreads across the school, causing panic. The trio collided with Mr. Wakisaca, a teacher turned zombie who bites Hisash on the arm before Takashi kills it by crushing its head. They barrica themselves on the roof to witness self-defense helicopters flying to combat
zombie epidemics in the city, unaware of the school massacre. Hisashi begins to succumb to injury and Takashi has to kill him despite Rei's objections. Rei insults Takash, and he almost goes to face them alone. After he apologizes, Rei and Takashi embrace briefly. 2Escape from the DEAD color me darkYūji KumasawaYōsuke
KurodaJuly 12, 2010 (2010-07-12)[18]March 17, 2011 When two other survivors, Saya Takagi and Kohta Hirano, try to avoid zombies, Rei tries to contact his father, who tells him the city is in total chaos before it is cut off. Meanwhile, Saeko Busujima, president of the Kendo Club, is saving school nurse Shizuka Marikawa from more
zombies. Soon you'll be able to put together a nail gun, while Takashi and Rei will succeed in stopping the zombies. When Point runs out of ammo and Saya starts bending under pressure, the other survivors join them and take the zombies away. When they plan to travel to Takash's house to check on the safety of their families, they learn
that the epidemic is much worse than they thought. 3Democracy under the DeadPaluu to fateYasushi MuroyaYōsuke KurodaJuly 19, 2010 (2010-07-19)[19]March 24, 2011 Survivors are shocked to learn that the zombie pandemic has spread worldwide. When confronted with survivors of another group, Takashi tests the theory of avoiding
zombies based on how they can react only to sound. However, when one of the survivors accidentally gives a voice, they have to fight through the herd on the way to the bus, losing survivors in the process. When they notice another group of survivors approaching, Rei recognizes one of the teachers, Koichi Shido, and hesitates to let him
on board. After escaping school, Rei defies Shido's appointment as leader and flees the bus. As Takash chases, a bus full of zombies crashes and captures them in a tunnel, forcing them to meet the other survivors later. After defeating the zombie motorcyclist, Takashi and Rei find their motorcycles and head towards the city. 4Running in
the DEADcold bullet bluesTetsuo IchimuraTatsuya TakahashiJuly 26, 2010 (2010-07-26)[20]March 31, 2011 From Takash's perspective, a summary of the past event is shown. Takashi and Rei moving through the city until they meet a police car. a police car. Passengers dead, Rei examines the vehicle and collects an expandable baton,
revolver and bullets. Later, they stop at a gas station to fill up with gas tanks. When Takashi goes to a nearby cashier to use a gas pump, Rei is attacked by a mad survivor who holds him hostage and gropes him sexually. Takashi shoots him quickly at close range, allowing Rei to break free. With their motorcycle fueled, Takashi and Rei
take off again as they leave the survivor in the hands of zombies arriving to die. 5Streets of the DEAD Memories of days pastYūji KumasawaYōsuke KurodaAugust 2, 2010 (2010-08-02)[21]April 7, 2011 at Kansai International Airport Rika Minami and her team from a special attack team help evacuate civilians by clearing zombies on the
runway. After fleeing the war zones between mad survivors and zombies, Takashi and Rei learn that the police and army have blocked all bridges to prevent the arrival of infected civilians. Realizing nothing good is achieved by staying with Shido, then Saya, Kohta, Saeko and Shizuka leave the bus after Soon strongly persuades him and
heads to the Onbesu Bridge, where they will encounter more zombies and be saved from the arrival of their time on Takash and Rhi. Shizuka needs a place to stay, and suggests that they stay in the apartment where his friend Rika lives and see the Humvee parked outside. With zombies all over the building, the group goes inside and
fights them. 6In the DEAD of the nightUnder The Honey ShineNaoyasu HanyūYōsuke KurodaAugust 9, 2010 (2010-08-09)[22]April 14, 2011 When the apartment is emptied, the girls are refreshed in the bath as boys check weapons and ammunition in the household. Meanwhile, the police in the blockade are under pressure from both
zombies and civilians trying to escape them, including a group of protesters led by a conspiracy theorist who believes the epidemic is a biological weapon of the U.S. and Japanese governments. Unaided from headquarters, police have been ordered to use deadly force to maintain order in the blockade. At the apartment, Takashi is
dealing with Rei and Shizuka, who are both drunk. We had a fight between them, but Rei started coming on top of Takash, but he's holding him back. Just then, the dog, later identified as Zero, begins to bark outside, which begins to attract zombies. 7 DEAD night and dead herd fussTōru TakahashiYōsuke KurodaAugust 16, 2010 (2010-
08-16)[23]April 21, 2011 Although Takashi and others keep their lights down while investigating the situation, the man tries to find shelter for his daughter Alice Maresato, but paranoid survivors die. As Alice's screams attract zombies, Takashi decides to go and rescue her when Soon offers sniper support. Meanwhile, the girls. they can no
longer stay in the apartment, prepare to load to move on. When the streets are full of zombies, Takashi, along with Alice and Zero, gently crosses the top of the fence until others arrive to help him. When they are reunited, they all decide to head towards the other side of the river. 8The DEAD way homeToivo placeChie YamashiroYōsuke
KurodaAugust 23, 2010 (2010-08-23)[24]April 28, 2011 Zombies manage to infiltrate Air Force One. Once the president and the president are infected, the president asks the president to launch his ICBM, believing that other countries will launch theirs in the United States because he is ready before turning into a zombie. At the same
time, Takash's team reaches the other side of the river, the emptiness of civilians or zombies. After switching and getting to know the new weapons, they decide to head to Saya's house first, as it is nearby. They begin to find more zombies as they approach their destination, and an unexpected wire barrier causes The Rhin to fall from the
Humvee. Others have to deal with unknown weapons and their own courage to fight zombies. Outnumbed, Takashi and Saeko try to lead them away, but they have still retreated towards the direction of others. When things look bad, they are assisted by a team of firefighters led by Saya's mother Yuriko Takag, while Takashi and Saeko
take a different route. 9 Sword and DEAD Jewel spy (宝⽯のスパイ, Hōseki no Supai)Yūsuke OnodaTatsuya TakahashiAugust 30, 2010 (2010-08-30)[25]May 5, 2011 Takashi and Saeko acquire an amphibious vehicle to help avoid zombies and settle on a sandy beach in the middle of the river. Later, they throw their vehicles into the park
fountain to attract zombies when Saeko attacks them. However, Saeko freezes when he bumps into zombie children, forcing Takash to help him. They decide to camp at the shrine where Saeko reveals he nearly killed the rapist four years ago, but enjoyed it, saying he hasn't changed since that day and doesn't deserve love. Takashi
responds by kissing him anyway. The next morning, when the zombies begin to surround them, Saeko, who hates the sadistic side of herself, gives up and refuses to fight back. Takashi says that he has always admired her, giving her the motivation to defeat zombies with a real sword. By accepting their dark sides, Takashi and Saeko
arrive safely at Saya's house. 10 The house of the dead is dominated by the last painTetsuo IchimuraYōsuke KurodaSeptember 6, 2010 (2010-09-06)[26]May 12, 2011 After spending a day at saya's mansion heavily fortified, the group must decide whether they should stay with their family and staff and treat themselves as children or
leave alone and maintain their independence. Saya's mad at her father for assumed he died during the epidemic. But Takashi snaps at him because his parents are proven to be alive, which calms him down. Saya's father, Soichiro Takagi, a Japanese right-wing nationalist politician, arrives and executes his zombie friend in front of
survivors at the mansion to show them their current situation. A point that does not want to lose weapons and become useless refuses to hand over their weapons to Soichiro's men. When Soichiro arrives to be questioned, the others will come in his defense. At the same time, one of the students who stayed with Shido reported the
situation at the estate to Shido himself, who runs the inter-student. 11DEAD storm risingHollow MenTakenori MiharaYōsuke KurodaSeptember 13, 2010 (2010-09-13)[27]May 19, 2011 Saya tries to reassure survivors who refuse to accept their current situation. The others appoint Takash as leader, which is to his surprise. Soichiro later
gives Saeko a prestigious katana as a thank you for protecting his daughter and gratitude to Saeko's father for teaching her. As the group plans to go to rescue their remaining families, Shido and his followers arrive at the mansion where an angry Rei charges him with a bayone. Rei reveals that he hates Shido because his father, a corrupt
politician, asked him to force Rei to repeat the year in retaliation for his father, who investigated him for corruption. Soichiro arrives and tells Rei that Shido's fate is in his hands, but Rei decides not to kill him, which Soichiro has made Shido and his followers leave when they are corrupt. Elsewhere, the next president has ordered a US
submarine to launch a controversial pre-emptive nuclear strike on China, North Korea and Russia, while the crew of the International Space Station watches in horror as both the US and Russia launch their ICBM against each other. 12All DEAD attack. Eternal songTetsurō ArakiMitsuyuki MasuharaYōsuke KurodaSeptember 20, 2010
(2010-09-20)[28]May 26, 2011 U.S. and Japanese navy are forced to jointly shoot down Chinese missile strikes as China has launched a mix of its DF-21 ballistic missile variants in retaliation for (now failed) American pre-emptive nuclear strikes. However, one missile manages to penetrate through the joint air defences of the United
States and Japan, exploding somewhere in Japan. Due to EMP eruptions from a nuclear explosion, machinery and electronics near the blast break down, causing the Shido bus to crash and destroy one of the barricades. When a huge herd of zombies enters the mansion, Soichiro orders the main gate to close, but the overwhelming
zombies break the gate, causing panic among the survivors; Even people who stood up to Soichiro and bullied Saya Kouta and Takash in the previous episode were killed. the mansion is no longer safe, takags tell their followers and remaining survivors and head to another safe area that hasn't been breached yet. Takags leave Saya's
safety to Takash and the group as they battle their Humvee, which was unaffected by the EMP. Once their ride is repaired, the group leaves the mansion as the survivors fight the herd. Despite the situation, the group remains optimistic when they finally arrive at the mall on foot. OVADrifters of the DEADParhaat friendsTetsurō
ArakiYōsuke KurodaApril 27, 2011 (2011-04-27)November 26, 2013 A gang finds itself on a remote tropical island, presumably without zombies. Although the girls have fun on the beach, soon to find fish when Takashi finds some leaves for the fire. However, these leaves are hydrangea leaves, from which smoke causes strange sexual
hallucinations for everyone. Led by Takash, she imagines herself to be Saeko, with whom she then imagines making love. Meanwhile, Shizuka imagines Saya to be her friend Rika, while Saya imagines her to be her mother. Saya thinks they're bathing each other, while Shizuka thinks they're in bed. When Saya wakes up, they'll find her
lying in Shizuka. Then he sees Rei and Saeko kissing each other, imagining that each other were Takashi. He also sees Kohta, still in a bathing suit, dry humming a broom, repeatedly calling it a revolution. Then they all agree that it was all just an illusion and nothing really happened. Later, they go looking for Takash alone, arresting four
zombies in their sleep, dreaming that each was one of the girls who wanted to make love to him. After the end, it is explained that there was a tunnel connecting the island to the mainland, which explains why the zombies reached the island. References Section headers 学園黙⽰録ハイスクール‧オブ‧ザ‧デッド. Anime Newtype
Chanel. Archived from the original on 13 July 2010. Retrieved 11 August 2010. 学園黙⽰録ハイスクール‧オブ‧ザ‧デッド. Anime Newtype Chanel. Archived from the original on 11 August 2010. Retrieved 11 August 2010. 学園黙⽰録ハイスクール‧オブ‧ザ‧デッド. Anime Newtype Chanel. Archived from the original on 13
September 2010. Retrieved 13 September 2010. Special ^ Official cast/staff page( in Japanese). Geneon. Archived from the original on July 5, 2013. Retrieved 3 August 2010. ^ 「学園黙⽰録 HIGHSCHOOL OF THE DEAD」Blu-ray&amp;DVD(m)1巻 (in Japanese). Geneon Universal Entertainment. Archived from the original on 14
November 2010. Retrieved 19 March 2011. ^ 学園黙⽰録 HIGHSCHOOL OF THE DEAD 6 (DVD) (in Japanese). Amazon.com. Retrieved 19 March 2011. ^ Sentai Filmworks adds a dead high school. Anime news network. July 2, 2010. ^ Anime network simulcast to highschool of the Dead. Anime Network. Archived from the original on 5
July 2010. Referenced 1. ^ Anime Network ilmoittaa kesäkuun online / VOD-aikataulusta. Anime-verkosto. 25. toukokuuta 2011. Arkistoitu alkuperäisestä 29.5.2011. Viitattu 30.5.2011. ^ Section23 Films julkistaa kesäkuun liuskekivi. Anime-uutisverkosto. 2011-03-16. ^ Kuolleiden lukio. Madman Entertainmentissa. Viitattu 5.8.2010. ^
Kuolleiden lukio - Jakso 01 - Koko jakso - Hullujen seulontahuone. Madman Entertainmentissa. Viitattu 5.8.2010. ^ Manga UK lisää kuolleen animen lukion. Anime-uutisverkosto. 10. lokakuuta 2010. ^ Fujimi Shobon Kuolleiden lukion verkkosivusto. Fujimi Shobo. ^ Kuolleen mangan lukio niputtaa Anime BD:n (päivitetty). Anime-
uutisverkosto. 8. syyskuuta 2010. ^ a b Gakuen Apocalypse KUOLLEIDEN LUKIO (japaniksi). Viitattu 3.8.2010. ^ Kishida Cult &amp; THE Meisei Rockets/HIGHSCHOOL OF THE DEAD (japaniksi). Geneon Universal Entertainmentin. Viitattu 19.3.2011. ^Mane Kurosaki/H.O.T.D. Gakuen Apocalypse KUOLIEN KOULU ED Theme
(japaniksi). Geneon Universal Entertainmentin. Viitattu 19.3.2011. ^ Gakuen Apocalypse KUOLLEIDEN KOULU Original Soundtrack (japaniksi). Geneon Universal Entertainmentin. Viitattu 19.3.2011. ^ Weekly Program List (2010/07/05-2010/07/11) [AT-X-aikataulu 5.7.2010–11.7.2010] (japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly
Program List (2010/07/12~2010/07/18) [AT-X-aikataulu 12.7.2010–18.7.2010] (japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly Program List (2010/07/19~2010/07/25) [AT-X-aikataulu 19.7.2010–25.7.2010] (japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly Program List (2010/07/26-2010/07/31) [AT-X-aikataulu 26.7.2010–31.7.2010]
(japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly Program (2010/08/02~2010/08/08) [AT-X-aikataulu 2.8.2010–8.8.2010] (japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly Program List (2010/08/09-2010/15/08) [AT-X-aikataulu 9.8.2010–15.8.2010] (japaniksi). AT-X:ssä. Viitattu 20.7.2010. ^ Weekly Program List (2010/08/16-2010/22/08)
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